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Abstract
Due to the recent development in head-mounted displays, projection systems, rising capabilities
of Augmented Reality and availability of Kinect for depth images, the advance of assistive
systems in industrial context began. We propose a system that not only provides methods
to assist industrial workers in their everyday tasks by assisting and providing instructions
and giving feedback about the executed tasks. But although present a system that provides
the capability to record and therefore create instructions by demonstration. This tackles the
problem of current assistive systems and the complexity editors that are used for creating
these instructions. We conducted a study that involved the creating of instruction via different
conditions that were performed by experts in the field of manual assembly. Furthermore we
verified these instruction with 51 industrial workers that completed assembly tasks guided by
the instruction. Our results indicated that interactive instructions created through Programming
by Demonstration are equal to existing approaches. Additional qualitative feedback showed
that instructions through Programming by Demonstration are generally well perceived.
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Kurzfassung
Durch die jüngsten Entwicklungen im Feld der Head-Mounted Displays, Projektions Sys-
teme, wachsende Möglichkeiten bezüglich augmentierter Realität und der Verfügbarkeit von
Tiefendaten durch die Kinect Kamera, finden Assistenzsysteme immer mehr Anwendung in
industriellen Bereichen.
In dieser Arbeit wird ein System vorgestellt, welches nicht nur die Möglichkeit bietet, Arbeiter
in der Industrie bei ihrer täglichen Arbeit, durch Anzeigen von Anleitungen und Feedback
über ausgeführte Arbeitsschritte, zu unterstützen. Des Weiteren wird ein System vorgestellt
das ermöglicht, Arbeitsanleitungen durch Demonstration zu erstellen. Hierdurch wird das
Problem aktueller Assistenzsysteme beseitigt, Anleitungen mit komplizierten Editoren erstellen
zu müssen.
Mit einer Studie wurde das Erstellen von Anleitungen über verschiedene Ansätze überprüft.
Die Studie wurde mit Experten der manuellen Montage durchgeführt. Weiterhin wurden die
erstellten Anleitungen von 51 Arbeitern aus der Industrie getestet, welche die Anleitungen
zum erfüllen eines Arbeitsvorganges genutzt haben.
Die Ergebnisse weisen darauf hin, dass interaktive Anleitungen, die per Programmierung durch
Demonstration erstellt wurden, gleichwertig gegenüber herkömmlichen Anleitungen sind. Die
Auswertung des qualitatives Feedbacks der Studie hat zusätzlich gezeigt, dass Anleitungen die
per Programmierung durch Demonstration erstellt wurden, generell als positiv wahrgenommen
werden.
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1 Introduction
With the wide spread popularity of computers, tablets, smart phones and other technical
devices and increasing inclusion in our everyday life. Programming and creating digital content
that ranges from simple Internet sites over customising applications appearance of a smart
phone to complex industrial installations, get more important. More and more computers in
all different kinds of shapes and applications come into our lives, most of them are designed to
make our lives easier. However, through the complexity and volume of different systems and
their diversity in functions and structure. Knowledge, experience and training is needed in
order to operate or even customise these applications and computers.
Writing code by using programming languages like Java, C or C++, are the conventional way
to create a piece of software. Even though these are "simplified" and more comprehensible
ways than writing pure machine code, they are still complex and hard to comprehend for
a inexperienced user and need quiet some time to get into and being able to work with.
Therefore simpler alternatives, with better usability are needed. In Chapter 2 we will present
different approaches of already existing projects and new concepts, that could be an alternative
to conventional programming.
Especially in the industry many manufacturers are interested in using new technology to
improve their product quality and production process, by enhancing training or aiding worker
with their everyday tasks. Light Guide Systems uses projections on the working area, to instruct
the user by presenting him information about his current working task. This information could
be, what part needs to be picked from boxes or how the user has to assemble objects. [ops]
This is a great way to support the user with presenting information about his work tasks.
However the system is not able to detect if the user is performing the right tasks that are
needed. The ASLM project 1 provides similar functions as the Light Guide System, but also
showed, by proof of concept of a workflow, that it is possible to supervise the worker and
detect if a wrong assembly was executed or a part was picked from the wrong box.
We want to improve this concept and propose a system that makes the supervision highly
adaptable to all kinds of workflows, by using object recognition and change of depth data to
detect an assembly or withdrawal from boxes.
1http://www.hs-esslingen.de/de/hochschule/fakultaeten/maschinenbau/forschung-und-transfer/
forschungsprojekte/forschungsprojekt-aslm.html
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The current used and researched systems do not only need to be created and tested by
professionals, but also processes that are in use need to be customised and updated to represent
the latest processes or modified models. These tasks need do be manageable by workers of the
appropriate areas, that possibly don’t have training in programming or creating these systems.
Because of this the systems have to be easily accessible and usable by inexperienced users
without extensive training in the field of programming.
There are plenty of efforts to make these interactions simple and easily accessible for a broad
audience. In this paper we will present different approaches to improve the usability and
enable an easier access by inexperienced users. This does not only mean making writing
code simpler but also trying to discard the need to write code but rather "make" code by
demonstration or create code automatically by using user behaviour to detect the users needs
and intentions. We focus on the approach to achieve this is programming by demonstration
(also called programming by example). This is probably the approach that feels closest to the
goal of being able to show the computer what to do. (Chapter 1 [you01])
Three of the basic ideas behind these systems, that realise Programming by Demonstration are
inferencing systems, that are able to "guess" what the users intentions are, systems that uses
heuristics in order to determine what the user wants to do or defined rules, that are created
when the application is being programmed. Predefined rules are used in most demonstrational
systems that are often used for special areas of application. (Chapter 3.1 [you01])
We will use Programming by Demonstration to create instructions as a fast process, that is
not a stressful and exhausting task for the user. We want to lighten the burden of creating
instructions with highly complex and time consuming editors, that are state of the art with
current systems. [ops][KSHK12]
Our concept of using Programming by Demonstration to create instructions automatically, is one
of the developments that are part of the motionEAP project. motionEAP is a research project
and is government-funded by the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology, in
cooperation of several big industrial companies and research parters 2.
1.1 Current Technical Development
In this section we will present a short overview of the current technical development of
interaction methods that led us to the setup we use in our project (for example Kinect). As
well as presenting alternative interaction methods that could be used in private or industrial
cases of applications in similar systems.
2http://www.motioneap.de/partner/
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With the increasing popularity of smart phones and several head mounted displays, like Google
Glass, Oculus Rift, and Sony’s Project Morpheus, that are about to be released, Augmented
Reality and Virtual Reality also got a growth in popularity and potential applications. Even
though Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality, and other varieties from the field of mixed
realities, are nothing new for people that are interested in technology. More and more people
get in touch with these technologies 3. This is probably caused by the rise of smart phones, that
have a strong processor, a screen and a camera. Additionally, GPS (Global Positioning System)
and accelerometers enable extra functions for orientation and location detection. Because
of this availability more developers had the chance to create application that are accessible
by everybody that owns a smart phone, without investing extra money in new additional
devices.
Popular applications for smart phones are navigation systems that not only allow the usual
usage of a car navigation system, but some also allow to use the camera, accelerometers and
the GPS of the smart phone to point to a building or a street and get on-screen information
about restaurants or street names. The information that is given to the pedestrians about
their surroundings are displayed on the location via Augmented Reality. This allows a direct,
immersive and easier navigation than a top down map where the users location and the target
location are marked with dots. 1 2
New interaction and input methods got popular and got more public attention with the rise of
camera systems for consoles like Sony’s Eye Toy for Playstation 2 3. Even more gamers got in
touch with these systems when the Kinect for Xbox360 got released 4. The Kinect 3.1b is a
camera modul by Microsoft that first got released in November 2010 for the XBox 360 gaming
console, and is used as a motion sensing input devices in order to play and control games with
the users full body. Many hobby developers had a big interest in using the Kinect for other
purposes and explore new ways of interaction and input method. Microsoft later released the
Kinect software development kit for Windows 7 on June 16, 2011 5. On February 1, 2012 a PC
version got released 6.
It offers a RGB camera that stores three channel data in a 1280x960 resolution (see 3.2a). This
can be used to store colour pictures and detect objects. We use the infra-red (IR) emitter and IR
depth sensor to scan the structure of objects and detect movement. "The emitter emits infra-red
light beams and the depth sensor reads the IR beams reflected back to the sensor. The reflected
beams are converted into depth information measuring the distance between an object and the
3http://www.technologyreview.com/news/428654/augmented-reality-is-finally-getting-real/
1http://www.windowsphone.com/de-de/store/app/here-city-lens/b0a0ac22-cf9e-45ba-8120-815450e2fd71
2https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.trackyapps.street_lens
3http://de.playstation.com/ps2/accessories/detail/item51693/EyeToy-USB-Kamera/
4http://www.xbox.com/en-US/Kinect
5http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/news/features/kinectforwindowssdk-022111.aspx)
6http://blogs.msdn.com/b/kinectforwindows/archive/2012/01/09/&kinect-for-&windows-commercial-&
program-announced.aspx
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sensor. This makes capturing a depth image possible." The integrated multi-array microphone
and 3-axis accelerometer is not in use in this current setup. The microphone can be used
to record sound or detect the location of a sound source. It is possible to detect the current
orientation of the Kinect via the 3-axis accelerometer. 7 We use the functions that the Kinect
offers to realise object recognition and enabling touch gestures that get detected by the depth
camera. [HA12]
After many failed attempts, dreams of 80s and 90s gamers and technical enthusiastic people,
to create a cyberspace with virtual reality head-mounted displays got possible with devices
like Oculus Rift 8 or Project Morpheus 9 on the rise. These enable immersive projections by
using head-mounted displays as well as natural feeling interactions by registration of head
movements and angles.
New input and interaction methods like these are not only interesting for gaming, but also for
other aspects of our daily life’s, for private use or even industrial systems that can support us
in our working tasks. Many projects research new ideas to make our everyday lives easier.
Wear Ur World[MMC09] is a camera-projector system that allows the user to use a projector
that is mounted on the chest, to view information. The wearer is also able to control and
interact with the projection by using gestures or pointing with a finger. These can be recognised
by the camera that is also mounted on the chest.
These projector system help to view information and allow a hands free way to view information
without having to take a device like a smart phone out of a pocket. In some cases, like entering
a password or working with other sensible data, this still leaves the problem that a new input
method is needed to interact with the device in a more private way. Many different research
projects develop and test hands-free input systems for mobile devices that don’t use voice input,
pointing or making gestures in a public space.
Skinput is an approach to use body parts (for example an arm) to control devices like smart
phones via bio-acoustic. This has the advantage that a person always knows where his arms,
elbow and fingers are, and therefore can accurately touch them without having to look where
they are located [HTM10].
There are not only new input ideas for projector systems but also for devices like smart watches.
Smart watches are a good representation of how it is possible to improve input on a devices
that offers little space for interaction, like touch gestures or on-screen keyboards. Adding
elements like strings that are retractable from the device can be used to increase the interaction
space without increasing the actual size of the device. [BNF06]
7http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj131033.aspx
8http://www.oculus.com/
9http://www.officialplaystationmagazine.co.uk/tag/ps4-oculus-rift-vr-headset/
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All these research projects show the current thrive for new interaction methods via input
and presentation. These interesting new ways to interact with systems and also offer a wide
variety of possibilities that can be used in wide areas of industrial processes that are currently
limited.
1.2 Structure of the Thesis
The structure of this thesis is described in the following paragraph. We start by showing
different approaches and systems in the related work section. The related work covers different
concepts of trying to making programming easier by introducing new approaches like, block-
based programming with Scratch or Lego Mindstorm, optical tracking of objects or persons. We
also examine difficulties of defining conditions and show different approaches and applications
of Programming by Demonstration. In the last part of the related work, we discuss how
Augmented Reality can be used in industrial processes.
In the concept section we will present the current state and the basic setup of the motionEAP
project and explain the used components. The theoretical model depicts how the structure of a
work process has to be defined in order to create an instruction by demonstration. We will
discuss how we define a work step, what we use as indicators for these single steps and what
we can use to trigger these steps in our system. We also explain how feedback is used and
how instructions can be created by demonstration and present how an instruction is used to
teach and show the recorded working steps. In the final section we will summarise the treated
subjects and will give a outlook on the future work.
Outline
This thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 – Related Work: In this chapter we present concepts that influenced us.
Chapter 3 – Concept: The current setup of the motionEAP project and its components are
presented.
Chapter 4 – Theoretical Model: In this chapter we present how we define working steps and
create instructions.
Chapter 5 – Study: In this chapter we present the research study and results.
Chapter 6 – Conclusion and Future Work concludes the results of the thesis and will present
future work.
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2 Related Work
The commonality of all the approaches that we present is that they try to make it easier, for
end users with little programming experience, to automate tasks or set up actions in case of a
special condition.
We classify programming in four major categories. Writing Code is the usual approach that
takes practices and experience and is not suited for the most users due to its complexity and
high learning effort. To simplify programming, predefined items like events, conditions and
actions, can be used to allow the user to select and set up his program from these items, that
can be connected to each other (e.g. Scratch). Context monitoring is used to automate tasks by
letting a program record events and actions. By analysing these data, the program can create
automations or give the user options from which he can select and configure automations
afterwards (see "Keep Doing what i just did" [MB13]). Additionally we see Programming by
Demonstration as an option to let inexperienced users create code by not only selecting from
options that are given but rather show the system what he wants to create and let the system
thereby automatically create the code for him.
Making programming more accessible is an important factor to aid users in private and
industrial tasks. In order to integrate our concept of creating instruction by Programming
by Demonstration we need ways to detect and record the instructions that the user gives
the system. For replaying these instructions we also need a way to present the recorded
information and supervise the executed tasks of the user.
In the next sections we will look into systems that approach ways to detect and record activities
and in what ways additional data in the context of his current task can be presented to the user
with the use of augmented reality. We saw, head-mounted display or projection systems that
could be used to provide instructions at already existing working stations, as the most suitable
options for industrial applications.
2.1 Programming with Predefined Items
One of the hardest things for new and inexperienced users to do, while programming by
writing code, is probably to visualise what the written code will perform. Even the simplest
Java code that records an input of the user (entering a phrase) and shows this input on the
15
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screen, consists of a considerable amount of lines, that can be really confusing and unclear to a
new user. [ML07]
An alternative to writing code the traditional way, is using predefined items (e.g. graphical ele-
ments, like blocks) that represent implemented code elements. These blocks can be connected
to each other.
This representation of code makes it easier to visualise what the code will produce and
therefore teaches new users the basic structures of programming without an deterrent overload
of syntax.
Scratch [scr] is a graphical programming language developed by MIT’s Media Lab and is a way
to create simple animations of characters, that serve as an demonstration. These consist of
different modules (that are represented by coloured blocks) that control the movement of the
character, control structures and so on. The module "move X steps" (where X can be replaced
by a given number) can be placed under a module like "Say [enter phrase] for Z seconds".
[ML07] If executed, this sequence then shows an animation of the character saying something
(with a speech bubble appearing) and then walks away X steps.
A study [SD03] with context-aware applications showed that the most common used structual
idea for programming are "if-then"-statements. "Practical trigger-action programming in the
smart home" [UMPYHL14] introduces the concept of trigger-action programming, which
enables users of a smart home to program simple "if [TRIGGER] then [ACTION]" automations,
by selecting different triggers and actions, which "... can express most desired behaviours..."
[UMPYHL14]. An example of this is "If it is 6pm, then turn the lights on."
A similar concept is provided by Lego Mindstorms. There are many different systems and
modifications to select from. Each system has a different difficulty. It ranges from drag and
drop different blocks (similar to Scratch), writing simple code like bob.moveForward(5) (which
moves the robot named bob 5 cm forward) up to systems that provide the possibility to control
the rotation of each single motor. [SM02]
We used this idea of simplifying programming structures to implement predefine working steps
or actions like, picking a part from a box, to create code structures that later can be easier
selected with an editor or automatically with Programming by Demonstration.
2.2 Context Monitoring
Aside from possible privacy issues due to the recording of everything that happens, context
monitoring provides an easy way with little work for the user to generate tasks that the user
wants to be automated.
Smart phones are a good and by now widespread tool that makes all kind of context monitoring
fairly accessible. Apart from the obvious sensors like a microphone, accelerometer to be able
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to sensing the position of the phone and GPS (Global Positioning System) to locate the phone,
they provide the ability to connect new sensors and tools via Bluetooth or WiFi. The operation
system can also be modified with different applications to record whatever data is needed.
[LJM+12]
"Keep Doing What I Just Did: Automating Smartphones by Demonstration" [MB13] is an
approach that helps the user to set up automation by discovering usage patterns. For this
actions (e.g. applications that the user starts), conditions (e.g. time of the day, GPS location)
are recorded. From this recorded data and behaviour "Keep Doing It" generates a recommended
task automation. There are even more possible automations generated, from which the user
can select, in case the recommended automation is not what the user was looking for (see
Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: Interface and recommendation list of Keep Doing It (image taken from [MB13]).
One example is that the user leaves his home everyday at a 8:00 AM, connects his headphones
and starts his music player. The algorithm then can generate a possible rule, when the headset
is connected at 8:00 AM, the music player is started and it could give the alternative that
the change of location (detected via GPS) and plug in in the headphones are the trigger for
launching the music player.
A study [KVVM04] that tested different interactions with a smart homes (via mobile phone,
computer, media terminal) showed that the participants "...ranked automation as the most
wanted interaction technique." On the other hand it shows that "...even though automation
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could be context-aware, subjects felt they are not ready for it, for they fear that technology
does not understand the various functions in the home."
"Ambient Intelligence" [GRSP+12] provides a system that is aimed to support users with their
activities by reacting to the location of the user by recognising objects and user behaviour with
visual sensors. It is possible to locate persons with such systems, but recognising activities
is a bigger problem. Especially with a group of people identifying certain situations can be
challenging.
One of the biggest problems with context monitoring is to decide what context is being
monitored at the moment and to identify situations. "aCAPella" [DHB+04] uses a business
meeting as the situation that is being taken as an example to show the difficulties of define a
situation. The first problem is, to identify how various people define as an meeting. Most of
the time it is clear that 5 people in a room that are talking to each other, are in a meeting.
Figure 2.2: aCAPpella interface that shows different recordings of the meeting scenario and
lets the user, for example, select start and end time (image taken from [DHB+04]).
But it is not that clear in all the cases. Some would understand two talking person in a room as
a meeting, but maybe they are both on the phone and each talking to a different person. And
for some it would be a meeting if one person and is talking to somebody else by using a laptop.
Thus a system that is aimed at automating a setup for meetings (dimming the light, turning
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on the projector, etc.) should be able to detect all possible scenes. It is hard to program every
possible scenario that could happen.
This is why aCAPella’s system, records everything that happens in the meeting room (number
of persons, time, possible talking, number of phones used). The user then can select from
multiple examples and indicate the given time and the important events that are important
and are indicating a meeting (see Figure 2.2). This proceeding is used to improve the system
and help learning and improving the definition of given proceedings (e.g. a meeting). The
user has to repeat this process several times, in order to improve aCAPella’s ability to recognise
this kind of event.
In order to realise such a context-aware system, it has to have multimodal sensing capability
and a background model (of the room) needs to be created, to differentiate a scenario where
people and movements are in the same room, later on. This includes recordings of different
light settings and exposures of various sunlight. The aCAPpella system can be very flexible
in its selection features and possibilities, but apparently a informal test showed that to much
flexibility may be too complicated.
Aude Billard et al. [BCDS07] presented different methods of machine learning for robots and
distinguish low and high level representations. This led us to the conclusion that recording the
users action over a certain time, or tracking and evaluate every action the user performs, is
not suitable for what the want to achieve and that detecting high-level actions are sufficient to
define the tasks and working steps that the user will perform during an assembly.
2.3 Programming by Demonstration
Another approach to help a technical inexperienced user to work with a system is programming
by demonstration. This basically means that the user is able to just show, and hereby teach
the system, what he or she wants to do and the system can transform this demonstration in
executable code. There are a variety of approaches to achieve this difficult goal. But if the
system is reliable and able to interpret what the user wants to achieve, then it would probably
be the easiest and most simple way for a technical inexperienced user to program.
The requirement for writing code is widespread in all kinds of areas, and programming by
demonstration is therefore not only used in processing and creating text documents. "Gesture
coder: a tool for programming multi-touch gestures by demonstration" [LL12] presents a way
to create new multi-touch gestures, not by writing the complex code, but by demonstrating the
gesture a few times. The application then automatically generates the code. The user has the
possibility to test the gesture and where necessary add additional examples. The produced
code then can be added to the users application.
In order to making the creation of instructions easier, we looked into macros. Macros are a way
to lighten the workload of users regarding repetitive tasks. To create these, the user needs to
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have some sort of programming skills and therefore macros would demand time of the user, by
first learning to create and program macros. Even when using Programming by Demonstration
to create macros, the user is often required to think ahead and anticipate what tasks he will
have to repeat in the future, and therefore start and stop some kind of recording. Due to this
increased mental task load the user likely just repeats the task rather than creating macros
[SK96].
"Simplifying macro definition in programming by demonstration" [SK96] shows two approaches
to reduce the users burden of macro creation with the application "DemoOffice". This is done
by recording all of the users actions and then using "action slicing" or "macro auto-definition".
"Action slicing" creates macros by extracting the users activities that had an influence on
created data. The user can simply select data (by drag and drop). The "macro auto-definition"
detects the users actions which probably will be performed again. The system automatically
creates new macros due to this data. The user can select from the given macros, and is shown
an explanation of what the macro will do, as well as an example of the actions the macro
will execute. If the macro will perform the right task, the user then can activate it by simply
clicking on it.
Using macros to execute a particular routine or code are not the only possibility to simplify
repetitive tasks. Templates are used to aid inexperienced user and lighten their workload
by supplying them with a basic structure that is usually created by experts and contain the
logic, and semantic of applications or simple document forms. Later on inexperienced users
can fill out blanks on these templates to accomplish their task. These can be Microsoft Excel
templates that already contain the logic to calculate desired results, and only the input data
has to be entered. Likewise templates for Power Point or other presentation software, reduce
the workload for an inexperienced user by offering him a complete presentation where only
the text and pictures need to be added at the corresponding blank.
Such templates are not only used in offices that process insurances but also for astons on TV or
other multimedia areas. And for these areas end-user development is required to ensure that
technical inexperienced users can author content on different multimedia fields. [ASA+13]
2.3.1 Creating Documentations and Instructions
It is a time consuming task to create documentations or instructions and Microsoft Word
is still one of the most commonly used text editing tools, because of this Madhu Prabaker
and Lawrence Bergman proposed a program called DocWizards that uses Programming by
Demonstration to author documentations.
DocWizard [BCLO05] is able to capture and replay events from a GUI that the user executes. By
doing so, it supports to automatically and incrementally create documentation through multiple
demonstrations. Doc Wizards records any interaction with the GUI of a given application and
captures changes that are caused by those interactions. The system is also able to incrementally
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Figure 2.3: DocWizard Interface that shows the highlighting of the next step that is prompted
to the user, both on the GUI (left side) and in the text (image taken from [PBC06]).
update by these observations. To process multiple demonstrations DocWizards needs to identify
and differentiate these and then introduces if-then-else statements, that are included in the
documentation, to explain possible differences. The author also has the option to provide and
include additional information by adding comments to a desired step.
DocWizards supports the user by highlighting the next step in the document text and the GUI
parts that are included in the next step (see figure 2.3). The authors note that there a two
even groups of users that create a documentation. One group is called "immediate annotators",
which prefer to add comments and create hierarchical groupings of the steps, immediately
after demonstration the corresponding steps. The other group is called "delayed annotators",
this group rather stays in one mode (recording or annotating) for a longer time, to record
all the steps first and annotate afterwards. Furthermore it is noted that users of the second
group sometimes made a vocal mentioning of wanting to annotate something afterwards, but
forgot to perform this action in the end. This shows that there should be support for a variety
of working and annotation styles for users. For example it would be a good idea to provide
a mechanism for reminding delayed annotators to perform important annotations that they
otherwise possibly could forget. DocWizards puts attention of immediate feedback for the
authors in record mode. The documentation gets updated immediately after recording each
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task and hereby provides the author the ability to observe the recordings and reflect upon the
tasks in real time.
The concept of listing instruction while they are being recorded live on the GUI and marking
steps in the instruction list while highlighting corresponding tasks on the GUI are a suitable
way to record and present instruction in an assembly process. Due to this we decided to
separate the feedback in working instructions of the current step that needs to be executed,
are highlighted on the working surface. An overview of whole process is provided on the GUI
on an external monitor, in case additional feedback is needed.
In most areas of production in the industry or for assembly in private aspects of furniture,
even for disassembly due to cleaning or maintenance purposes for example in a medical field
[RHM+13], instructions are an essential part of a process. For these tasks, instructions need to
be created. In many fields instructions are manually written down or pictures of single steps
are taken. Depending on the field, instruction videos of the assembly are shot.
The state of the art concept for creating digital instruction are graphical editors [ops][KSHK12].
These are very complex and time consuming ways of creating instructions that need plenty of
training and are error-prone.
Therefore we present a system that provides an easy way of creating instructions for assembly
processes in an industrial application.
2.4 Augmented Reality
Augmented Reality allows to extend the reality with virtual elements in order to present
additional information, blended in with the real world. This can be achieved in many different
ways through various senses, but is often used as a term of visual augmentation. Augmented
Reality is not only used in TV broadcasting of sporting events (showing distance lines blended
in with the field) but also in other areas [VKP]. The application of Augmented Reality in
the automotive industry is various. It can be used to check the physical produced parts with
their virtual counterparts. In order to achieve this the virtual part has to be located at the
same position as the real part and the overlay of the virtual part of the construction data has
to be transparent. [NK06] As stated by Caudell and Mizell [CM92], tasks in the fabrication
and assembly in aerospace industry are mostly complex processes that need involvement of
human workers. Concerning this matter head-mounted display could improve the efficiency
of human workers. A collaboration of Metaio and Volkswagen was established to improve
industrial processes by including and enhancing new Augmented Reality aspects. This ranges
from concept planning, arranging production lines, variance comparison to part verification.
[PBDM07] Augmented Reality can not only be integrated in the industrial production process
but also used as a training device or for assistance in maintenance [RHM+13]. Especially
in areas where good training and large amounts of data and documentation are essential.
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With augmented reality the user could have easy and fast access to the documentation that is
needed in the current working step. This is even more helpful when the data is widespread
on different mediums (internet, CD-Roms, books, etc.) or when it comes to tasks that are
performed infrequent. [SLSG03]
Figure 2.4: Virtual Demonstration of the door lock insertion (image taken from:[RSKM98])
Digital version of most parts are already existent in the aerospace and automotive industry
and therefore three-dimensional models are accessible at a low cost. These models can be
used to give instructions to a worker that is wearing, for example, a head-mounted display
that shows a three-dimensional version of a door lock that has to be inserted into the car
door (see Figure 2.4). For tracking simple markers can be placed on the door. Animations
of the insertion of the door lock, then show the worker where the part has to be placed and
where he has to hold it in order to be able to place it in the tight space without getting stuck.
[RSKM98] This is especially helpful with fast changing products or a production line with high
range of variations. At an augmented workplace, augmented elements can not only help by
presenting the user additional information via a head-mounted display but also by giving him
the opportunity to implement objects in his work task. With an camera projector system the
user has the possibility to assign different functions to his everyday objects. The user can scan
an physical object that then can be assigned to a function. For example, a bottle or a bottle cap
can be used as an rotary knob, or an pen can be used as the control module of an slider, in
order to change the volume or brightness. [FKS14b] We took these systems as an inspiration
to improve production processes by providing feedback via Augmented Reality to a worker
that uses our projector based assistive system. This provides the worker with the advantages
of instruction via Augmented Reality, by removing the need for wearing possible disruptive
devices like a head-mounted display.
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3 Concept
There are many concepts and systems that incorporate Augmented Reality into production
or industrial processes, but Augmented Reality is often perceived as visual concept that is
implemented with head-mounted displays or mobile phones.
Funk et al [FKS14a] present a different concept to use Augmented Reality. Therefore an
ordinary working place, like a table or a industrial assembly station is used and extended with
a camera projection system that is fitted to identify objects and work processes, but also has
the capability to present the user with in-situ feedback and project additional information.
The camera can detect movement and variations in the depth image (see Figure 3.2a) as well
as colour images (see Figure 3.2b. The projector can prompt information on the surface (e.g.
table or more complex structures) and on the boxes on the backside of the table. If wanted the
worker can interact with the information projection on the surface by multi-touch gestures,
due to the capability of detecting fingers and touch events (small distance to the surface). It is
possible to recognise and save objects with their size, shape (top down view) and position (see
Figure 3.2c) and therefore save different working steps and their variations in depth data (see
Figure 3.2d).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: (a) Basic setup of the motionEAP table.[FKS14a] (b) Kinect verison for XBox 360a
ahttp://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Xbox-360-Kinect-Standalone.png
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This setup is well suited for typical workstations in the manual assembly. Such stations or a
tables are often equipped with top mounted tools (hanging from the top and can be pulled
down) and several rows of boxes on the backside of the workstation, where different parts
are stored. Due to the projection possibilities of the system the worker can be instructed and
supervised by the system. The system will project a field on the box from which parts have to
be picked. If the worker reaches into the box the Kinect camera can detect due to the depth
image if parts got picked from the right box and can prompt the worker with a corresponding
feedback. The amount of information of each working step can be varied regarding the skill,
error rate and preference of the worker by detecting the time that is elapsed during a working
step and the amount of errors (e.g. picked part from the wrong box).
The concept that we suggest is creating instructions by demonstration. This is realised by
using the components and capabilities of the assistive system. This is a simple way of creating
instructions, that needs little training and is relatively safe when it comes to errors.
3.1 Setup
The camera projector system 3.1a of the motionEAP project is highly portable, lightweight and
cheap. It consists of a Kinect-sensor, that provides colour and depth image that are used for
object recognition, interaction and movement detection and touch detection with the surface. A
conventional projector is used to project information like instructions or feedback, highlighting
of the next working step or pictures. Additionally a Leap Motion can be added to the setup to
enable interaction with three-dimensional gestures.
On the research-prototype a metal frame is used to hold the components in a adjustable height
above the table. The frame was usually placed on top of a ordinary table. The Kinect is
mounted next to the projector on top of the rig. If desired the position and angle can be easily
adjusted.
Due to this simple setup, the system is not only variable in its prototype setup but can also be
modified for different needs and field of application. The head of the frame, that contains the
Kinect and the projector, can be easily mounted on an already existing assembly station, and
thereby be adjusted to most working places and demands.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.2: Views of Kinect: (a)RGB Image (b)Depth Image (c)Cropped RGB Image that shows
the assembly area (d)Cropped and smoothed depth image of the assembly area
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4 Theoretical Model
Our Theoretical Model consists of multiple components that are required to record and to
display interactions and therefore automatically create a tutorial by demonstrating the different
steps of an assembly.
Instructions consist of multiple single steps that are made up of a description of a part, that is
needed for the next working step. This description can contain additional information like the
place where the part can be picked up, and description of how the existing parts have to be
assembled and if tools are needed for the construction.
4.1 Distinction
As discussed in [DHB+04], it is difficult to define situations in a way that automation systems
can distinguish them.
In order to divide the assembly process into single working steps, we need to clarify what we
can define as a working step. What are the indicators we can look for to separate the current
step from the next working step. What can be used to mark down single steps and how can we
use the system to detect the beginning, the end of a working step and therefore switch to the
next working step.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.1: Indicators for steps: (a)Picking of a part from a box (b)Asembly of a part (c)Usage
of a tool
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For our model we defined three varying kinds of working steps:
• Picking up parts: This is the withdrawal of parts from the corresponding box that contains
this item.
• Assembly: Placement of obtained part at specific position or assembly with other parts.
• Usage of tools: Picking up corresponding tool and use at specific part.
For picking a part, the user needs to know what part he or she needs to pick and in which box
the part is stored. This is usually the working step that indicates the beginning of a workflow.
After the user picked a part he or she has to place it on the working area or assemble it with a
already placed part. For the placement or assembly the user needs information where he has
to place or how he has to assemble the part. During some assemblies, usually after picking a
part like a screw, the user needs to use tools (screwdriver or hammer) to compound the parts.
If there are various tools available at the work station, the user needs to know what kind of
tool, what size he needs and where he can find it.
4.2 Trigger
Triggers are an important part of our model that we need to detect the occurrence of events.
By these we can identify an executed working step, when a step is finished or a new one begins
and switch to the next working step. To achieve this we need to define how we can bind the
conditions of the indicators to something we can detect with our sensors. We decided that the
detection of high level actions are enough to identify our defined conditions.
To detect the picking of a part from a box we found out that it is enough to recognise that
a hand is entering a box. Therefore a frame that can be placed at each box, will trigger if
a withdrawal is executed (see Figure 4.2 A). The withdrawal is defined by the change of a
Figure 4.2: Triggers: A) Frame that monitors box depth data B) Depth image difference for
assembly C) Image recognition for usage of tools
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certain percentage of the depth data in the according frame. If needed, this percentage can be
adjusted.
The Kinect depth image (see Figure 4.1 B) is used to detect a change in the working area. In
case and assembly is executed the system will identify the assembly by comparing the current
depth image with a previous depth image.
For detecting the usage of tools, activity recognition could be used to record the performed
task, but for this the user would need to wear a wristband or other devices that could affect the
work. When top mounted tools or tools that are place in a specific holder are used, a option
would be to install sensor that can detect when a tool is being pulled down or picked up from
its holder. For better scaling and to get rid of the need for additional installations, that would
add complexity and cost to the workstation, we decided to use image recognition [BTVG06].
To detect the usage of tools we use a high level detection via the RGB image of the Kinect, that
triggers if the tool is picked up and put down again in its designated zone (see Figure 4.1 C).
These triggers define the end-conditions of the current step and as soon as one of the define
conditions are triggered, the system will register these and automatically switch to the next
working step.
These triggers are highly adaptable and adjustable to allow to use the systems in variable
workflows. The frames of the withdrawal trigger can be adjusted if the workflow demands a
different source of parts other than boxes and the backside of the table. Alls kinds of tools can
be used with the trigger for tool usage, the tool only needs to be added to the available tools in
the system by taking a picture.
Our defined workflow starts with the picking of the first part. For this the user gets a feedback
light, from which box he has to take the part. During a withdrawal the indicator and hence the
end of the current step will be the users hand that grabs the parts and hereby enters the box.
This will trigger the next working step, that is usually an assembly process (see 4.2 A)). While
an assembly is in progress we use the change in the field of depth to determine if there is still
movement (the users hand is still operating). If the field of depth is not changing, it indicates
that the assembly is executed and the next working step is in place (see 4.2 B)). In order to
save the assembly step the depth image of the assembled part gets compared to the depth
image that represents the workplace before the assembly. The difference of the picture then
gets saved as the assembly that just occurred. In case a tool is need to perform an assembly, the
capability of the system to recognise predefined objects is being used. The tool gets compared
via image recognition to the saved image of the available tools. If a tool is being used and
returned to its designated place, the system then gets triggered by the recognised image of the
tool and uses this as an indicator that the usage of the tool is completed and the next working
step is due (see 4.2 C)).
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4.3 Feedback
We use two different areas for feedback. Working area feedback that will show information
on the actual working surface and boxes. On-screen feedback, that will show additional
informations like a list of working steps, that are either marked as completed or unmarked. The
on-screen feedback will be shown on an extra screen, that provides the GUI of the system and
serves as a control screen to monitor the process and gives a overview of the whole workflow
(see Figure 4.5).
The feedback gets adjusted to the mode the user is using. Selectable modes are, the editor
mode where instructions are created via the editor, Programming by Demonstration where the
user demonstrates the assembly and the replay mode where the user can use the instructions
to a perform a workflow. The given feedback and its behaviour will be explained in the
corresponding following sections.
4.4 Editor
To enable the recording and give feedback for the withdrawal from boxes or assembly, the user
has to create these for every box and assembly zone. If not already created, the user has to
switch to the "Boxes"-tab and for each box, click on the video window and adjust the frames
to the demanded size. To create the feedback, the user has to switch to the "Scenes"-tab and
create a "New Scene". Then switch to the "Editor"-tab and drag and drop the desired shape (e.g.
rectangle, circle,...) from the editor window (see Figure 4.4) to the second screen (onto the
working surface of the projector), place and resize it to the desired position on a box or a place
that marks the assembly step (see Figure 4.7a). Then switch back to the "Scenes"-tab, save the
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: (a)Indicated boxes in recording mode (b)Feedback for activated boxes
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scene for every box that is in use and save it with an appropriate name like "Withdrawal Box
X". This has to be done for every assembly part as well and saved with an appropriate name
like "Placement Part Y".
After this, the user has to create the assembly zones to enable the detection of each assembly
step. For this the user has to switch to the "Assembly Zones"-tab. To record the current depth
image the user first has to click on the "Snapshot"-button then place the part and click on
detect zone. By doing so, the system will record the depth data of the assembly step. This has
to be repeated for every assembly step and saved by clicking on "Save Assembly Zones". It is
important to note the numbers of each zone for following tasks (for example the names for the
zones could be z0-z3).
After this the user has to connect the created zones to one single workflow. This is done by
clicking on "File -> New Workflow", click and select "Load boxes","Load Assemblyzones" and
"Load Object Zones". For every working step, either withdrawal or assembly, the user has to
click on the "+"-button to add an step and enter a name (e.g. "Withdrawal" or "Assembly"
and an end condition that describes from which box a part has to be picked or what assembly
zone is being used (e.g the noted z0-z3). In case a tool is being used the user has to create
the feedback the same way as for an box or assembly. These steps define the workflow, now
the user has to connect the before created zones by opening the menu of each step in the
"Workflow Steps"-list, by clicking on the small arrow and right clicking the element and click
and select "Add Scene". After this the workflow is created and can be saved.
Figure 4.4: Editor screen that provides shapes for feedback.
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4.5 Recording of Instruction
If the user wants to create a new instruction by demonstration, he or she simply needs to
start the application. In case a new layout or table is used, the user needs to load the box
layout and object zone layout that are needed at the specific setup, otherwise the last used
layouts automatically get loaded. These layouts make it possible to enable a fast selection
and customisation of different setups on various tables or work stations. The layouts need to
be created only once for each setup of a workstation on the contrary to the editor process.
By switching to the "Boxes"-tab and open the box layout by clicking the "Load Box Layout"-
button and select the desired layout. These layouts are customisable and can be fitted to each
individual setup and defines which boxes can be used to detect the withdrawal of parts. The
loaded layout can be seen and tested in the "Boxes"-tab. For the case that the usage of tools
are necessary, the user has to load a "Object Zone" by switching to the "Objects"-tab and then
select a zone by clicking on "Load Detection Zone Layout"-button. This procedure is necessary
in the current version of the system and only once when the application is started. It is not
necessary in case the user wants to record another instruction.
Figure 4.5: GUI overview feedback for an assembly process.
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In the recording mode, in-situ projection on the working area is used as direct feedback. All
boxes got a green field (see Figure 4.3a) that will turn red when the user reaches into the box
(see Figure 4.3b).
If the user wants to start the recording, he or she has to switch to the "PBD"-tab (Programming
by Demonstration). It is possible to label the workflow and give a description of the task that
is going to be recorded. By clicking on the "Start Recording"-button the system now tries to
detect possible working steps. Usually a workflow starts with the withdrawal of a part from
a specific box. By reaching into a box the system will now record the working step and will
create a new item in the Working Steps List on the external screen with the Name "Step X:
Withdrawal from Box y".
If the user wants to record a placement of a part or an assembly, he or she simply has to
perform the task. By taking the hands out of the workfield the user signals the system that
the assembly is executed. The system detects that there is no movement in the working area
and therefore will begin to analyse the changes of the assembly. After a short moment the
executed assembly is detected and a new step "Step X: Assembly" will be added to the working
step list that is shown as on-screen feedback in the "Workflow"-tab. Additionally a feedback
massage "Zone created" will be projected on the working area. The on-screen feedback in the
"Assembly Zones"-tab will show a frame around the area where the depth data has changed
and a percentage will indicate how much the part assorts with its recorded position (see Figure
4.6).
If the usage of a tool is needed, the user has to pick up the tool, and after using it, lay it back
to its designated place or holder. After a short moment a item with the label "Step X: Usage of
tool Z" will be added to the working step list.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: (a)Consistency feedback of correct assembled part. (b)Consistency feedback of
incorrect assembled part.
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These steps can be repeated until the complete process is recorded. If this is the case, the
user has to click on "Stop Recording" and "Save" in order to save to recorded process. While
recording the user has the possibility to pause the recording by clicking on "Stop Recording",
while "Status:" shows "paused" the user can test the detection of the assembled object and can
inspect the correct placement of the objects without the system interfering and possible false
recordings. If desired the user can continue the recording by clicking "Continue Recording" or
save it.
4.6 Assembly with Instruction
In order to test the recorded instruction or for actual work application the workflow needs to
be loaded by clicking on "File->Load Workflow" and then select the desired available workflow.
The "Workflow"-tab will now show information about the loaded workflow, like name and
description. Additionally the list of all the working steps are visible in the working step list on
the right side (see Figure 4.5).
To start the instruction the user needs to click on the "Start Assembly"-button. The first
instruction then will be shown on the work surface. Usually this will be the picking of a part
from the box that is highlighted with a green field. When picked the feedback will switch from
the box where the part was picked, to a green field that shows the area where the part has to
be placed or an assembly needs to be performed.
When a part needs to be placed on the working surface or needs to be assembled with another
part. The respective area will be highlighted with a green field (see Figure 4.7a) that signals
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: (a)Indicated area for placement (b)Placed part
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the user where he has to place the part 4.7b. The system will detect a correct assembly as soon
as the assembled part is not covered up by the users hands. As soon as the interaction from the
user with the object stops and the assembly is performed, the system will check if the assembly
is correct by comparing the depth image of the assembly area (the green field) with the depth
image of the corresponding assembly task from the instruction.
If a tool is needed to perform an assembly it will be highlighted. The working step will be
marked as executed as soon as the user puts the tool back to the highlighted area. The system
detects the tool via image comparison with the database of available tools. This high level
detection is chosen due to the problem that it is not possible to check the firmness of a tightened
screw or similar tasks.
After each successful performed step, the step will be marked green on the working step list,
that is shown as on-screen feedback to give the user a feeling for his or her progress in the
construction process and grant additional information about the working steps. If the complete
construction is done, the user has to click the "Finish Assembly"-button to terminate the current
workflow.
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5 Study
In order to prove our assertion tha Programming by Demonstration is an easier way to
create instructions for assistive systems than conventional ways of writing or programming
instructions, we conducted a study where three conditions were to be tested. We decided to
split the study in two parts: In the first part we examined how the participants will perform
using the three provided conditions to create instructions. For the second part we tested the
created constructions from part one and how the conditions affect the assembly process and
outcome.
5.1 Study 1: Creating Instructions
In the first part of the study we conducted a repeated measures study where the participants
had to create a instruction of the assembly process with each of the three conditions. The
participants were workers that are experienced in manual assembly. The parts that were used
were know to the participants, but we chose a new assembly so that the participants didn’t
know the process.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: (a)Work piece carrier for the starter parts that was used in the study. (b)Starter
for the engines.
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The independent variable for the study were the three conditions (editor, demonstration,
video). For the dependent variables we chose factors that are vital for a successful and effective
industrial process. We measured the task completion time so that we were able to compare
the effort of the different methods. The task load 1 was important to track down if a method
stresses out the participant and therefore would probably not be viable on a long-term basis.
Using videos of the assembly as an instruction option was one of our choices that represent
using digital media as an way of manuals for assistive systems. And are still a current method
in the industry to teach workers new assembly tasks. We decided to record a single video that
shows the complete assembly process and runs on repeat. We tested conventional editors as
one of our conditions. Editors are the state of the art systems to create instructions for assistive
systems, these are operated manually and it is a time consuming and stressful process where
the worker has to by highly concentrated in order to make no mistakes. Due to their complexity
the user needs an special amount of training to create instructions by hand [ops][KSHK12].
The last condition in our study was Programming by Demonstration, in order to be able to
compare our proposed new way of creating instructions in an more natural and easier way.
We decided to conduct the study with starter parts for Audi engines, that are already known to
the participants in part one of the study5.1a. The work piece carrier that was used is specially
designed to improve the assembly process with assistive systems and will be used (possibly in
different forms) in industrial production.
At the beginning of the study all participants got a presentation about the system of what
assistive systems are and in what way they can improve the everyday working process of
assembly workers. Before each round the participants got taught the assembly process by the
supervisor. The participants could practice the process and ask question till they were confident
with the given task. After each condition the participants filled out the questionary.
In the video condition the participant only had to assemble the object, the supervisor started
and stopped the recording. The participants were told to take care that they don’t cover up the
parts and assemble in a speed that seemed appropriate for an instruction.
Before using the editor, the participants got an introduction about the system, the editor
and what they will have to do. Because of the high complexity and step training curve the
participants were guided with a detailed step by step instruction by the supervisor.
For the Programming by Demonstration condition, the participants got a short introduction of
how the system works, what the components like Kinect and projector are, how we use the
depth data to detect and determine objects and working steps and that they will have to wait
for the feedback of the system after a placement or assembly is executed. After this they had
time to try out the detection and feedback of the boxes and get a feeling for it.
1http://humansystems.arc.nasa.gov/groups/TLX/
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The study was conducted in cooperation with Audi AG in Ingolstadt. This was a very vital
advantage to be able to test our system with the target audience of industry workers that are
experienced in the area (for the study part one) and inexperienced workers that had to learn
new assembly processes (vital for part two).
The participants were assembly workers at Audi AG and therefore experts in the field of the
assembly with the used parts. The corresponding assembly process was prior unknown. The
average age of the participants was 31.1 years, two of them were female and eight male.
5.1.1 Results
The results show that creating a video instruction is the fastest condition with an average
task completion time of 34.6 seconds. Shortly behind is the Programming by Demonstration
condition, that took the users an average of 91.3 seconds to complete the task. The by far
longest task completion time is caused by the editor condition with 970.1 seconds.
The task load index for creating instructions with a video is 10, together with the Programming
by Demonstration condition, that has a slightly higher task load index of 11.8. The task load
index of the editor is over double the value of video and programming by demonstration,
with 23.1. The creation of instructions is the editor still confusing and stressful as shown by
commentary of participants and high TLX, Even tough an exact step by step instructions from
the supervisor was given and highly repetitive tasks had to be completed.
Participants commented that Programming by Demonstration or recording a video are the
easiest ways to create an instruction and they like the low amount of time it takes to use
these conditions and that they would like to work with these in their everyday work. Other
(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: (a)Task Completion Time shows how long the participants needed to create
an instruction with the corresponding condition (b)Taskload Index shows how
demanding the performance of a condition is
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participants commented that they would like to use Programming by Demonstration in their
everyday work because of the easy and straightforward operation.
Seven participants commented that the editor was the condition that they liked the least. One
participant added that the editor is too complex and time consuming for the task that needs to
be completed.
5.2 Study 2: Assembling Based on Instructions
In the second part of the study we decided to conduct a in-between subjects study and verify
previously created instructions to tutor participants with the assembly. The participants used
one of the three conditions created instruction from part one, in order to assemble the starter.
The participants were workers that are inexperienced in the assembly process of the starters
and therefore the target audience for the assistive system.
The independent variable for the study were the three conditions (editor, demonstration,
video). For the dependent variables we chose factors that are vital for a successful and effective
industrial process. We measured the task completion time so that we were able to compare
the effort of the different methods, the error rate to track down possible problems that the
participants can have with the system or errors, if the system fail to process the input correctly.
The task load 2 was important to track down if a method stresses out the participant and
therefore would probably not be viable on a long-term basis.
Using videos of the assembly as an instruction option was one of our choices that represent
using digital media as an way of manuals for assistive systems. And are the current method
in the industry to teach workers new assembly tasks. We presented the video on an external
screen that was placed at the side of the working surface. The video that shows the complete
assembly process and runs on repeat, so that the participant that uses this instruction video
has the possibility to watch it again if he made a mistake or is not sure how he or she has to
assemble a part.
The instructions created by the editor and Programming by Demonstration, represented the
state of the art and our proposed way of creating instructions. They were tested as two separate
conditions, in order to verify the integrity of each instruction, even though they are similar
when it comes to using these instruction.
Before the study all participants got informations about the system, what assistive systems are
and that we test if the instructions that got created by other workers are good enough to teach
inexperienced workers the assembly process.
2http://humansystems.arc.nasa.gov/groups/TLX/
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We gave each participant a short introduction of the system and explanation of the task they
have to accomplish. Participants that used the video instruction, that played on repeat, had the
possibility to watch the video as many times as they wanted while they assembled the starter.
In case of the editor and programming by demonstration where the system will guide them
through a assembly process, the participants simply had to follow the instructions given by
the system. The only instruction given by the supervisor was that after a assembly step is
executed, the participant has to take their hands away from the object and let the system check
if the assembly is correct. If the assembly was performed correctly, the instructions for the next
working step appeared automatically.
The participants were assembly workers that were inexperience with the used parts and similar
assembly processes. The average age of the participants was 47.8 years 12 of the participants
were female and 39 male. By a total of 51 participants, each condition got tested by 17
worker.
5.2.1 Results
The task completion time of the video and Programming by Demonstration condition were
2.13 minutes. The editor had a slightly higher task completion time of 2.31 minutes. The task
load index of editor and programming by demonstration were 28 and 27.53. While the video
condition has an task load index of 20.59. The lowest error rate is caused by programming by
demonstration with 1.11. Slightly higher is the error rate of the editor with 1.23. The highest
error rate has the video condition with 1.52.
Frequent comments regarding the video instructions were that the steps shown in the video
were too fast. A participant commented that the video is only suited for training new workers
but not as an everyday application and criticized that there is no feedback regarding wrong
executed assembly. Another participant criticized that the view of the assembly was not 1:1.
The results are approximately equal, when it comes to using these instructions created by
Editor and Programming by Demonstration. The only real difference lies in the way they are
created. Sometimes it was unclear to the participants how parts have to be placed, and placed
them upside down, because of the feedback shape and the suggestive shape of the holder for
the parts.
Participants commented that the instructions created by the editor would be useful in everyday
tasks and that "the system would be a lifesaver for handicapped people". Participant added that
the step by step instruction of the workflow and the easy handling with a positive remark.
One participant commented that he or she "thinks that the system is great and a good idea for
sheltered workshops" but wouldn’t like to use it on a daily basis because he or she "wants to
be challenged." A participant commented that a improvement would be to project how many
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parts have to be picked from the box and to project the exact position where the part has to be
assembled.
Participants commented that a system that uses instructions created by Programming by
Demonstration would be really useful and they would enjoy working with such a system
everyday. Several participants commented that they would use it everyday because of the
capability to verify correct executed tasks. Another participant commented that the feedback
marking is show till the assembly is correct.
A participant commented that "the instructions and the order of the working steps were easy
to understand". Others added that sometimes the instructions of how to place a part was
not detailed enough and that "one or two prominent portions of the part should be more
highlighted" and the demanded rotation should be shown. Some of the participants that could
imagine to use such a system everyday added that "the system should once be explained by
an expert" A frequent comment was that the system would especially be suited "to train new
workers or for the assembly of rarely executed tasks".
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.3: (a)Task Completion Time shows how long the participants needed to create
an instruction with the corresponding condition (b)Task load Index shows how
demanding the performance of a condition is (c)The Error Rate shows the number
of errors during a task
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5.2.2 Discussion
The favoured methods to create instructions were the video and Programming by Demonstra-
tion. As the results of the task completion time, task load index and comments show, are these
the most pleasant and fastest ways to create instructions.
The high task completion time and task load index, show that the editor is the slowest and
most stressful way to create instructions. Participants stressed this with their comments about
the discomfort of using the editor.
The results of the assembly with instructions showed no significant difference in the task
completion time and task load of the instructions created with the editor compared to Pro-
gramming by Demonstration. Therefore we can assume that the only difference lies in the
process of creation. Participants expressed that more detailed instructions would be helpful
in cases where the part can be placed and assembled in different ways (for example upside
down) and still fit in the work piece carrier and projected box.
The feedback regarding the video on the creation aspect was, that is a fast an simple way
to create instruction, but using the video for assembly got negative feedback regarding the
missing assistance and controlling aspect and confusing instructions regarding the angle of the
video. Additionally the video had the problem that it couldn’t provide a step by step instruction,
as positively remarked on the Programming by Demonstration and editor instruction, but
rather only show the complete assembly process. A further problem is that the video demands
to switch the focus between the assembly task and the on-screen feedback.
Therefore it should be tested to use the advantage of the video, to give highly detailed instruc-
tions, to improve the problem of the instructions created by Programming by Demonstration
or editor. This can be done by record the assembly process via the Kinect and cut the video
automatically according to the single steps and show the current step on repeat, while still
giving the control possibility of the system and eliminating the missing function of the video
to give only provide needed information of the current step. The video could be show as
the on-screen feedback or projected as extra information on the working surface next to the
assembly zone. This additionally could remove the need to switch the focus between the
on-screen feedback and the assembly task.
The study showed that Programming by Demonstration is an improvement to creating instruc-
tions with an editor. But further research is necessary to explore the significance between
instruction created by video and Programming by Demonstration.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis presented the exploration of creating instructions by programming by demonstration
with an assistive system in the context of industrial assembly and therefore investigated the
integration of different recording and feedback possibilities. Furthermore the presented system
has the ability to control the assembly that is performed by the user and give feedback to
correct performed assembly tasks.
We focused on the possibilities that such systems provide for industrial applications and ex-
plored the creation and usage of instructions. The instructions were created via an state of the
art editor or instructional videos. Further we presented our hypotheses that creating instruc-
tions by demonstration is as alternative and improvement to the state of the art methods in an
industrial context. We presented the possibility to create instructions by simply demonstrating
the assembly process. The system then automatically records all working steps and provides
and instruction that furthermore has the ability to give feedback to the user and control the
working steps by detecting correctly executed assembly tasks. This is done by scanning the
depth image of the working surface and therefore safe the changes of objects.
The hypotheses was not fully confirmed even though the findings support the hypotheses. Our
proposed thesis to create instructions by demonstration were 3 times slower than comparable
video instructions, but faster than creating instruction with an editor by a factor of 10. However
the comments and feedback of the participants regarding the everyday use and controlling
possibilities of Programming by Demonstration and such assistive systems further support the
hypotheses. However, exploration between instructional videos and instructions created by
Programming by Demonstration are necessary.
The study showed that the difference between instructions created by the state of the art
editor and Programming by Demonstration only are significant in the way creation and not
in the terms of using these instructions. Therefore Programming by Demonstration is an less
complicated way of creating instructions that is less stressful for the user. Furthermore a follow
up study, with work flows that have a different level of complexity, needs to be performed.
Future Work
There are still plenty of possibilities to improve the system and application. For the recording
of different tasks and usage of tools, activity recognition could be used to detect the current
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performed task. Simple feedback options like showing the number of parts that have to been
picked could be useful additions to already existing feedback options.
A interesting field of research is the function of demonstrating the same workflow several
times, possible with single step in different order and let the system then create instructions
that allow different paths of assembly and support the worker by detecting the current state of
the assembly and showing him possible paths of how the assembly continues. This could be
used to determine what paths would be the most performant routes of assembly by detecting
the current state of assembly and the position of the worker and improve the picking from
wide selection of parts that are spread out over several shelves.
Research in the field of feedback could address the ability to support partially blind worker
that need additional or different indicators for working steps. These could by any form of
support like different colours or a colour blind mode, giving auditory feedback and instructions
or using movement as indicators.
For improved instructions when it comes to placement or assembly, showing the shape via
projection rather than only showing the position could be helpful. Even with a holder for
exact placement that supports the user, sometimes different placements can be possible in
the indicated area. Additionally the drawbacks of programming by demonstration could be
improved by showing videos of the current working step on the additional screen or at the side
of the working surface. This could diminish the problems of unclear instructions by still offering
the monitoring and still offer the advantages like automatically checking and controlling the
executed tasks, that assistive systems provide. These videos can recorded while creating the
instruction by demonstration and automatically be cut according to the corresponding working
steps that are indicated by the triggers.
It would be interesting to see the implementation of a system that detects the users working
speed and error rate, probably with recording the data over a longer time, and provide him
with context aware information and feedback that adjusts itself to the performance of the user.
If a new workflow is performed all information should be provided and exact instructions
should be given. If the users completion time of the task improves, the system could only
provide him with the basics information and feedback. If the user has a high error rate in a
particular step, the information amount and instruction density could be automatically adjusted
in order to improve the users production quality.
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Appendix
The appendix contains the forms, that we handed out to the participants in the conducted
study. The forms are provided in an German version, as the study was an cooperation with
Audi AG and therefore was conducted with German experts of the field. The first appendix is
the consent form that was used. Followed by the form that was used for the study of creating
the instructions (the form was provided in different version regarding the order of conditions).
We used an translation of the NASA-TLX questionnaire to determine the task load of each
condition. The last questionnaire was a form to enquire the overall tendencies about the used
conditions.
The presented forms are the version provided for the survey of creating the instructions.
Adjusted forms were used for the survey of testing the created instructions.
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